In The Silence of Your
Own Essence - Peter
Beloved God I Am, of Incorruptible Matter, at Infinite Speed, I have just realised that I have
not communicated with you for more than a year now! I must admit, I feel like I have fallen
off the cart and am finding it so disorientating to set myself any sort of focus, apart from my
book to my boys. I know that I/We have a Blank Canvas before us as detailed in our
Communiqué on June 12th, 2012. The review of all the material in my book reminded me a
great deal of why I Am here, yet what do I do about any of it? I guess that is my question,
where to from here? It seems like no mistake that I found the painting of Akaine yesterday
and saw what she is doing with her blank canvases! Such an inspiration I must say. Can you
share any perspectives that may strike a new course of co-creative action? Thank You.
Greeting Dear Heart, and as you have set forth the request many have instantly appeared,
gathering together to offer Their Love and Hearts’ Desires to be of assistance. You could
never imagine the Abundance of All That Is that has rallied here beside you now. This is true
to say this Abundance is available to all who ask within these higher vibrational frequencies
now upon Earth. So let Us Unite as One and with One Voice resonate The Joy that We Desire
to share with you.
Today is a Blessing, in the same way the each day brings new Blessings to all of humanity.
Today is as it has been explain in the previous communiqué another New Blank Canvas that
awaits the first stroke of the Brush of Creation that you desire for yourself and for humanity.
Yet We say unto you, first you must have an inspiration, a vision, and idea, an imagining that
will Guide your hands and Heart to choose the correct tools and colours to paint with. There
is no need for Us to repeat the last communiqué for the words would be the same, so We shall
add these alternate points of view for you to consider more deeply.
Time is not of the Essence, it is the Essence that is in the time you spend. You see Beloved it
matters not what you do with your time within this incarnation, what does matter is the
Essence by which you live it. You know the expression “you chop wood and carry water
before you are spiritual and you chop wood and carry water after your enlightenment”. In
other words, there are no changes from a physical standpoint within this human experience
regarding the work required to create, earn and live a livelihood. As a biological form this is
all part of the manifestation of being human.
However, it is how one performs the everyday tasks that offer the difference between the
mundane experience or the exceptional one. The extraordinary moments are achieved by the
simple things that one does mindfully and emotionally with the intention to create the
Essence of God within the Time available to you while performing you everyday duties. We
wish to emphasize here that the humanness of life is just one side of the experience and in
many ways is the reason why you are here. It is the only way that you will achieve what you
all have set yourselves to accomplish your goals, from a Soul and Higher Self perspective.
The key therefore is to be in communication with these aspects of yourself and God so that
while you are within time, you create with it so that it works for you. Should you place the
God Essence within it by being mindful of Who You Truly Are, the experience of the

mundane will change it perspective from however you may perceive that to an extraordinary
one.
Remember Dear Soul that growth is the result of all human experiences if one has the Mind
to oversee life with the Divine Truth of each experience. To grow spiritually one indeed is
being asked to follow their heart feelings or the Essence of The Divine that resonates from
within the Heart Centre. If the flow of Love Vibration is High then it will manifest freedom
from the mundane. Freedom to do anything that you desire, even what may be deemed the
very ordinary things that are required to move forward, one step at a time.
Everyone is being asked now to step up to the realisation not only that they are Wholly
Connected with the Essence of God and the Christed Consciousness but to Now begin to
truly place it within their lives, each moment of every minute, hour and day. Many speak of
it, yet We are sorry to say very few actually have the will to walk the very Essence of Who
They Are in Their time here on Earth. We Know there are so many daily distractions, so
many reasons not to find the Joy within the Connections and Communications with your
Soul, Higher Consciousness and God, yet We say to you, without the time spent with this
commitment to your Soul, the dedication to the time you have on Earth, the persistence to
make every moment count, the purpose for which you have come here and the Joy of your
Ultimate experience, nothing much will change without further delays, more feelings of
despondency, more bodily aches and pains, dis-easement and imbalances of all natures will
continue.
Time itself is not a problem, however, it is what you do with your time that will make the
difference. Just as the Angels have flooded in here today to help and assist you, they await
every call from every human being who asks for guidance now. For We all Know just how
potent time is when spent in the Highest Vibrations possible at any single moment. We could
say a great deal more hear, yet this shall speak volumes when the time today is found to sit in
the Silence of Your Own Essence; be it chopping wood, carrying water or doing nothing but
Loving the moment you are in while sharing it consciously with God and your own Higher
Being.
We bid you an enlightened day.
Until next We share
Namaste
Thank you my friends

Peter

